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Selecting PMG Excitation Within a Generator System
1.0 Introduction:
Most standby and prime power generator systems utilize an engine/prime-mover (usually diesel, gasoline or gaseous powered) to drive an AC generator to produce
electric power with a voltage that matches the utility grid. To ensure the voltage produced is stable and constant, AC generators are equipped with an Automatic
Voltage Regulators (AVR). Frequently the term Permanent Magnet Generator (PMG) Excitation AVR is used when referring to generators that are supplying loads with
a high percentage of electric motor loads and/or Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) loads.
This Information Sheet discusses why some loads can adversely effect voltage regulation, when it is recommended to specify PMG excitation, and how a PMG voltage
regulator operates.
2.0 Basics of Electrical Power Generation:
When a wire, usually copper due to its high level of conductivity, is moved through a magnetic field an electric current is induced into the wire. A generator is principally a
series of wire coils that are rotated at a given speed within a magnetic field. In the case of a brushless generator, the outside stator wires are stationary and the internal wires
in the rotor generate a magnetic field. In this case the wires in which the electric current is induced remain stationary and the magnetic field rotates. This follows the same
electrical principal, but by inducing the electrical current into the stator instead of the rotor, the need for brushes to pick up the power via a commutator is eliminated. (See
diagram one)
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The installation information provided in this information sheet is informational in nature only, and should not be considered the advice of a properly licensed and qualified electrician or used in place of a detailed review of the applicable National
Electric Codes and local codes. Specific questions about how this information may affect any particular situation should be addressed to a licensed and qualified electrician.

3.0 Purpose and Operation of an AVR:
The AVR senses and controls AC voltage output by varying the DC voltage input to the exciter powering the magnetic field. In a brushless generator, the rotor windings are the
magnetic field and the stator windings generate the AC power. In a brushless rotating field generator, as the magnetism increases, more electric power will be induced into the
stator winding, and as the magnetism decreases the voltage induced into the stator will reduce. When the AVR senses AC voltage output is below nominal, via thyristors, the
AVR increases DC power to the magnetic field to increase magnetism and intern AC output from the stator windings, and alternatively reduces DC power when it senses AC
generator voltage is above nominal. (See diagram one).
4.0 Advantages of an AVR powered by the output of the generator - Shunt Excited Generator:
A common method to power an AVR is to use the AC output from the generator. This is the simplest design, lowest cost solution, and adequate for many applications.
To generate a magnetic field the magnetic coils require a direct current (DC) input. To convert AC to DC power, the AC power input is fed through thyristors. This type of
arrangement is termed a shunt excited generator.
5.0 Disadvantages of an AVR powered by the output of the generator:
When the AVR is powered by the AC power connected to some types of load can produce feed back that lowers the quality of voltage to the AVR impacting its ability to sense
and maintain a stable generator output voltage. The specifier of a generator system has to consider the following connected load characteristics when determining the voltage
regulator required.
5.1 Non-linear loads: These loads, unlike purely resistive loads, include Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs), LED Lighting Systems, Welders and Uninterrrupted Power
Systems (UPS). The feed-back harmonics created by non-linear loads can severely effect the generator output waveform. (See diagram two)
Frequently non-linear loads are referred to as SCR loads. SCR means silicon controlled rectifier, and includes diodes and/or thyristors used to convert AC to DC and DC to
AC output. As these loads switch on and off, they can impact the wave form of the AC voltage being generated. Similarly the harmonics of non-linear loads will effect the
AVR’s ability to accurately sense generator terminal voltage which will also result in voltage instability.
5.2 Failure to Excite the Magnetic Field: When the generator is supplying a load that experiences a downstream fault at the generator terminals, the output voltage can
drop to zero. A shunt excited generator will then experience zero input to the AVR. In such a fault event the generator may be unable to force current long enough for
downstream circuit interrupters to clear the fault and fail to excite the magnetic field, with subsequent loss of AC generator output.
5.3 High Percentage of Electric Motor Starting Loads: Starting many, or one large electric motor, can place a high starting load on the generator. Large starting loads reduce
generator AC voltage output, the voltage input to the AVR, and the voltage it senses. These factors impact the AVR’s ability to regulate voltage output during an electric
motor starting phase.
6.0 Alternative Power Sources to the AVR:
When the generator is connected to a high percentage of non-linear and electric motor loads it is best to provide an alternative source of power to the AVR than the generator
main AC output windings. There are two other solutions to consider:
6.1 Auxiliary Winding AUX: Some generators have auxiliary windings within the main AC windings. In the case of brushless rotating field generators, wound within the
stator windings is an auxiliary second set of windings to feed the AVR. However, AUX windings are still magnetically coupled to the main stator windings resulting in the
AUX windings waveform still being negatively effected by the harmonics of non-linear loads. Therefore, AUX input to the AVR can still adversely impact its ability to sense
and control generator terminal AC voltage.
6.2 Permanent Magnet Generator PMG: With non-linear loads, the optimum solution is to have an AVR power source isolated from both the main generator windings and
the magnetic field influencing them. This is accomplished by mounting at the end of the generator shaft a PMG. (See diagram one)
7.0 Advantages of PMG over AUX:
PMG excitation provides the generator system specifier with a system that fully isolates the AVR power input from adverse harmonics generated by connected non-linear loads.
While AUX windings can be an improvement on an AVR powered directly from the main generator AC winding terminals, the chart below details the advantages of PMG over
AUX.
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